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Welcome to the first 2010-11 ESMO EPS Team Sponsors Newsletter.  We hope to produce 

these newsletters monthly in order to keep our supporting companies up-to-date with the 

recent developments and progress of the team. 

ELECTRICAL 

    

Mark Dooner James McIntosh Will Platts Andre Thunot 

MECHANICAL 

    

Felicity Kendrick Adam Lord Oliver Sedden Louise Waters 

INTRODUCING THE TEAM 

The 2010-11 Team is made up of eight fourth-year MEng students from Warwick University.  Working 

closely with us are three phD students, two third-year students and our director Dr. Bill Crofts. 

RECENT PROGRESS 

The team began work on 4th October, with six members of the team starting the year with an intensive 

four-day SolidWorks Simulation and Flow Simulation training course.  The following week, the team visited 

the headquarters of Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd. (SSTL) to meet their mentor and other staff involved 

with ESMO. They were shown around the manufacturing, integration and testing facilities and spent the 

afternoon discussing technical issues as well as their objectives for the coming year. 



The electrical team have continued the work of the 2009-10 team by conducting an in-depth analysis of 

the trade-off between two different system architectures: MPPT and S3R.  This decision will govern how 

the power is taken from the solar arrays, how it flows to and from the battery, and how it is distributed 

to the other subsystems on the satellite which require electrical power to carry out their functions.  It is 

hoped that a definitive decision can be made before December, because the design of the solar array, 

battery and power management unit (PMU) all depend on which system is chosen.   

The mechanical team have initiated contact with two other ESMO teams in order to work with them on 

the EPS' compatibility with the overall layout of the spacecraft, and determine the amount of radiation 

that the system will receive in the harsh space environment.   This information will allow them to proceed 

with the design of the solar arrays, which must be sized and positioned to capture maximum sunlight 

whilst fitting within the spacecraft boundaries, and must be sufficiently protected such that the 

bombardment of protons, electrons, neutrons and cosmic rays they receive does not critically endanger 

their performance.  The information generated will also influence the design of the battery casing and the 

housing for the electronic circuits crucial to the functioning of the EPS. 

 

LOOKING FORWARD 

The team have begun to draft copies of the standardised documentation that will be required  for the 

Preliminary Design Review, a formal review by ESA of the system architectures proposed by the 23 ESMO 

teams to be held in February 2011.  The requirements of these documents will guide the team’s work 

over the coming months as both electrical and mechanical designs begin to take on a more firm shape.  

There remain some components which are vital to the functioning of the EPS for which the team has not 

yet secured a supply, and the pursuit of corporate support which might provide this is an important 

objective over the coming months. 
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